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Background:  Evaluate diagnostic accuracy of retrospective EKG gated CTA with 320 detector array for relevant pathologic targets in 
children with AAOCA.
methods:  Diagnostic performance of CTA was evaluated in 25 consecutive patients who underwent surgery for AAOCA. Pathologic 
variables in AAOCA, including type of AAOCA, radial location, height and shape of ostium, presence of ostial stenosis, and presence and 
length of intramurality were assessed by 3 independent blinded readers, using a numerical coded system. Two signs for the presence of 
intramurality were studied, including oval shape of the proximal coronary, and a new ‘peri-coronary fat’ sign. All targets were assessed 
similarly at surgery, the reference standard. Diagnostic performance of CTA was evaluated for each feature, and accuracy calculated on a 
per-target basis using weighted or unweighted kappa (range -1 to 1). Intra-class correlation coefficient analyzed the length of intramurality 
based on shape or fat.
results:  CTA correctly identified AAOCA in all 25 coronaries. Diagnostic performance of CTA for individual targets in AAOCA is listed 
in figure 1a, on a per-reader basis. Scatter plots with regression lines for length of intramurality based on shape and pericoronary fat, 
compared with surgery, is provided on figure 1b and 1c.
conclusion:  CTA reliably identified AAOCA in all patients, detected the presence of intramurality with high accuracy, and identified other 
pathologic targets in AAOCA with moderate to high accuracy.
